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The Tracking Times

The Easy Fleet GPS team is excited about the launch of
our Solar Powered Trailer Tracker.
Our Easy-600 Solar Powered Tracker is designed primarily for trailers, however, it
can be utilized as an asset tracker as well.

Now you can track and protect your trailers or other assets and let the sun do the
work.

Highlights:
Captures event data every 1-minute and reports to the UI every 10 minutes
Full GPS tracking functionality
Starts tracking on motion.
The battery will last 4 months when there is no SUN
Weatherproof
IP67 Rated

For more information click here

https://easyfleetgps.com/hardware


Easy Fleet GPS improves Referral Program for 2024!

I would like to thank you for being an Easy Fleet GPS customer. Whether you're just
starting or you've been with us for years, we value every one of you.

I pride myself on growing my business organically and I have you to thank for that.
Many of our newer customers have been referrals from all of you and that means a
lot to me.

If you have enjoyed your GPS tracking services and found great value in the data it
provides, please spread the word!

Do you know another business owner who could benefit from our service? If so,
you could be rewarded.

Referral Rewards:

2 to 6 vehicles - receive a $100 Amazon Gift Card.

7 to 14 vehicles - receive a $150 Amazon Gift Card.

15+ vehicles - receive a $200 Amazon Gift Card.

Easy Fleet GPS improves
our Driver Scorecard.

We are excited about the improvements
we have made to the Driver Scorecard.

Now you can customize the settings to
suit your safety priorities.

Please contact us for details on how to
customize your safety setting.



There were over 800,000
vehicle stolen in the US in
2022!

Vehicle theft has increased every year
for the past 5 years! Over 800,000
vehicles were stolen in the US in 2022.

Easy Fleet GPS is proud of our ability to
help customers recover stolen vehicles
or stolen heavy equipment quickly
preventing downtime and insurance
claims.

Through the use of our After-hours
Alert, Landmark Alert, and Tow Alert
you will know if a vehicle or piece of
equipment is moving when it should
not.

Using our mapping platform you can
guide the authorities to your stolen
vehicle or asset.

 

GOOGLE REVIEW & REFERRAL PROGRAM
We would love to hear from
you.

Easy Fleet GPS would love to hear from
you. If you are happy with our service
and platform, please feel free to leave us
a Google review.

We Love Referrals!!
Easy Fleet GPS is offering up to a $200
Amazon Gift Card.

Please contact us at 949 390 4837, or
info@easyfleetgps.com.
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